
Statement sent to the relevant governing bodies in relation  
to the action of certain “Supporters” 

 
You may or may not be aware that for some time we, the management of Clapton, have had 
to endure a series of well calculated and co-ordinated actions  led by Andrew Barr  and 
some supporters, to destabilise Clapton Football Club and replace the current management. 
They are assisted by Andy Walsh of the FA and others. 
  
No organisation has condemned the action of these supporters hence the reason for their 
continued anti-social behaviour. These acts are designed to undermine, discredit,  bring 
the management into direct conflict with the  governing bodies, to cost us money and the 
eventual  closure of the club and for them to take it over. There has been an escalation of 
events and the  following have been committed since the beginning of this season 2017-18.  

1. At Basildon the chant "F**k off McBean, F**k off McBean, F**k off McBean "  
2. Away at Ilford Flares and the " F**k off McBean " chant 
3. At the Clacton FA Cup match the chant " F**k off McBean " and Flares let off. Sadly 

the 5 year old step son of  an individual came back to his mother and made some 
“Nigger “comments/songs. When asked "Where did you hear this and who taught 
you this ?" he pointed over to Clapton supporters where he had been. His mother 
was very annoyed at this and told him never to say this again as its a bad word. 
There is no better evidence than this as to what is the motive and the reason for the 
lack of action by some. 

4. On the internet it states "Your F*****g days are numbered McBean"  
5. This same group wrote to all the clubs  on 21st June within the Essex Senior League 

effectively applying to enter the league on the basis that we Clapton Football 
Club would not be able to provide an assurance of our tenure for season 2017-18. 
This has been assisted by Andy Walsh who fed this into the FA structure.  I  had 
agreed to meet Andy Walsh on two occasions he has never turned up to both 
meetings.  

We are letting you know that more than one flare has been let off, and that we Clapton 
Football Club has no jurisdiction over the security arrangement of another club.  We will be 
writing to clubs informing them that they must employ the services of SIA badge persons 
like we do for our matches or we will play our matches behind close doors, the bottom line 
is we cannot be held responsible thereafter. 
 
We have put it on our website, handed out leaflets, signage at the ground (Which was de-
faced and taken down) and had meetings with league officials, met with the Police at New 
Scotland Yard,  about the prohibited items this has been conveyed to the supporters.  
 
Its quite clear from the above that these activities will be posted on the social media to have 
maximum affect and so that they will be taken up by the official bodies and sanctions 
imposed against Clapton.   
 
We have taken all reasonable steps in our attempts to stop this behaviour, but this is 
hampered by the assistance provided to this group, to the detriment of Clapton. 
 


